
I’ve numbered the frames so I’ll go through one by one here. I’ll give detailed movements, but I’ll be happy with just well put together stills with basic tail flick, 
ear twitch, eye blink animations. I’ll be reading the script, so no text until the last panel. 
 
I’d like to have the butterfly be like a pointer, landing on things, fluttering in circles around things/ animals, hopping from one leg then another. Kind of a narrator. 
Just have fun with him. Perhaps he’s flying across a blue sky, zoom out and begin the pan from left to right of Scene 1.  I want to stress that he characters must 
stay as I’ve drawn them. They should imagine what expression came right before and right after the one they see.  The foxes are sweet and coy. Rusty is the 
more capable of the two. Rojo, the more aesthete. Stew is clueless. He never once guesses this is for him. Kids can have fun playing off his worried expression. 
I’d love to see his nose and whiskers twitch, maybe he does an exaggerated gulp, or ears fly up or down at, ’their splendid Rabbit Stew.'  That sort of 



thing.  Mama and the babies are secondary. They are never seen by the foxes in this trailer. The babies are always unaware of danger. Mama puts up a brave 
front. I tried to maneuver them out of the scenes as much as possible. 
 
1. Start from left, pan across and zoom in on Rusty (He’s the one in the overalls) tugging at a tomato. His tail can flick, maybe he licks his lips, the tomato plant 
sways. Then pan to Rojo, sort of squeezing Stew and lowering him towards the carrot. If this is too much animation, then just have all the animal’s ears and tails 
moving, swaying, twitching, you know, like animals do.   
 
2. Full screen maybe?  Maybe mama ducks down when Rojo plucks a bean. Stew’s ears can fly up, or he crouches lower. Baby bunny could jump down hole. 
Rojo’s head might bob side to side like he’s studying the beans for the perfect pick. 
3. Whatever can be done here, I’m fine with. 
4. Rusty tugging on carrot, carrot top bits flying. Maybe he growls a little. Stew dives down hole? Chandelier sways. Rojo’s carrot gets tugged from his hands by 
baby bunnies.  Small moves all. 
5. Stew blinking nervously the whole time, foxes heads tilt this way and that, tails and ears flick a little. Maybe their figures bob just a little to look like they’re 
walking. Dirt falls from carrots and spade. 
Baby bunny reaches for carrot, her little paw straining. Baby bobs on Mama’s ear. Bunnies could blink. Poor Stew! 
6. Start zoomed in to Stew, pan across to Rusty kissing that fine plump raisin. Butterfly loop de loops. 
7. Eyebrows go up and down, maybe the carrot stalks he’s holding onto quiver. Blinks. 
8. Start zoomed in on Stew’s tail (top with blueberry), pull across to foxes. Rusty could eat that blueberry, others drop in bucket. All just suggestions. 
9. Stew gulps. Rojo licks Stew. Rusty blinks slowly, eyelids always half closed. Eyebrows waggle. Maybe Stew could be shivering all over, or his toes clap together 
a few times. The blueberry on his head could pop off when Rojo licks him. 
Butterfly doing what it does. 
10. Rusty sort of bounces Stew up and down. Ears, tail, shoulders feet of Stew bob with the bounce. Or maybe just his lips quiver in a ripple back and forth. If 
you look closely on the original, that’s what they’re doing. Trembling. Maybe his foot pushes Rusty’s nose  back. Rojo, licking his chops, blinks slyly, stirs the pot. 
Butterfly — might be fun to have him balancing on spoon handle? 
11. Start from left zoomed in on drawers, pull back and scan to the right until we see Stew bounding off frame. Bunny tails in cupboard could tremble. Soap 
bubbles rise? However much or little detail is up to the kids and the length of the film.  
12. Start zoomed way in on center with claws, pull back, fade to the dirt of next scene. 
13. How should we do this? I leave it up to you guys. Is there a way to see just his feet bounding, leaving foot print after footprint? Or maybe we’re zoomed in 
following the footprints until we see Stew’s feet finally disappear. 
14. Text, “Hopping your way March 7, 2017,” should come on and build in size. Then fade in the book cover as the big words fade out.  
15. Please use ‘Rabbit Stew” hand drawn text where I’ve written Rabbit Stew. This can be a still, background color from interior. Butterfly is only thing animated. 
 
I’d like to hear a few music selections before one is settled on. I keep thinking of The Pink Panther. Something slinky but funny. 


